100 ps, 4 production runs of 1 µs each were performed for each simulation setup (exception:
ff99SB-ILDN 2 force field, 20 production runs of 200 ns each), yielding a total simulation time of 4 µs for each of the ten simulation setups. Covalent bonds to hydrogen atoms were constrained using the LINCS algorithm 11 (lincs iter = 1, lincs order = 4), allowing 2 Dynamic Properties of Force Fields for an integration timestep of 2 fs. The leap-frog intergrator was used. Lennard-Jones interactions were cut off at 1 nm. Electrostatic interactions were treated by the ParticleMesh Ewald (PME) algorithm 12 with a real space cutoff of 1 nm, a grid spacing of 0.15 nm, and an interpolation order of 4. Periodic boundary condition were applied in the x, y, and z-direction. The atom positions of the solute was written to file every 1 ps.
Markov State Models
Markov state models of the conformational dynamics were constructed on the space spanned by the φ and ψ backbone torsion angles of Ac-A-NHMe and Ac-V-NHMe, respectively. Time series of these dihedral angles were extracted from the simulated trajectories using the GROMACS command g rama. The {φ − ψ}-space was discretized using a regular grid with a binwidth of 10 • , resulting in 36 × 36 = 1296 (equally sized) microstates states.
The {φ − ψ}-time series was projected onto this grid, yielding the corresponding microstate timeseries. The subsequent Markov state model analysis of this time series was performed using the EMMA software package 13 and consisted of the following steps. A list of the visited microstates which represented a connected set was generated using mm connectivity.
The list contained from 825 to 1059 microstates for the various setups of Ac-A-NHMe and from 644 to 1037 microstates for Ac-V-NHMe (Tab. II). The actual transition matrices were estimated on this reduced set of microstates (option -restrictToStates), using a sliding window algorithm (option -slidingwindow) and 3 Dynamic Properties of Force Fields enforcing reversibility (option -reversible). Implied timescales
were estimated for the eigenvalues λ 2 and λ 3 , with lag times ranging from τ = 1 ps to τ = 100 ps using the command mm timescales The transition matrices used for further analysis (eigenvectors and eigenvectors) were estimated using the command mm estimate with a lag time of τ = 50 ps. Only for Ac-A-NHMe simulated with the GROMOS43a1 force field, the lag time had to be set to τ = 10 ps, because at τ = 50 ps the third eigenvalue had already decayed to (a numerical) zero. These transition matrices were further analyzed using mm transitionmatrixAnalysis, i.e. the stationary density, the first 3 eigenvalues, left eigenvectors and right eigenvectors were written to file.
The eigenvectors were projected onto the original set of 36 × 36 = 1296 microstates, assigning a value of "0" to the microstates not included in the reduced set of microstates.
The EMMA software package 13 yields eigenvectors which are normalized with respect to the Euclidean scalar product; they were renormalized to ensure orthonormality with respect to the following scalar products
where δ ij is the Kronecker delta, and Π = diag(π 1 , π 2 , ...π n ) is a diagonal matrix which has the stationary distribution π along its diagonal. Consequently,
The post-processing of eigenvalues and eigenvectors was implemented in Python and MAT-LAB.
B. Pentapeptide AVAVA
Simulation Details
We performed all-atom molecular dynamics simulations of a penta-peptide with the sequence AVAVA in explicit water using the GROMACS 4.5.5 simulation package 1 . The protonation state of the end groups was set -NH 2 for the N-terminus and to -COOH for the C-terminus. Again, five different simulation setups were used which differed in the potential energy function used to model the forces in the simulation (i.e. the force field): AMBER AA/L and CHARMM27, and SPC 9 for GROMOS43a1. The simulations were performed in the NVT ensemble at a temperature of 300 K. The remainder of the simulation setup was analogous to the one described in section I A 1 and differed only in the following parameters.
Extended instead of energy minimized structures were solvated, to assure the independence from its periodic copies of the system. The size of the resulting simulation boxes and the number of water molecules are reported in Tab. I. For each of the five setups, two production runs of 2 µs each were performed, yielding to 4 µs simulation time for each setup (exception GROMOS43a1, 4 independent runs of 1 µs each).
Markov Model Construction
Markov state models of the conformational dynamics were constructed on the space spanned by the five pairs of φ-and ψ-backbone dihedral angles. Each φ-ψ plane was discretized into 6 (residue 1) or 4 (residue 2 to 5) bins resulting in a total number of 6 × 4 × 4 × 4 × 4 = 1536 microstates. In Fig. 1 , the discretization is plotted on top of the φ-ψ-distribution of each residue, showing that the maxima of this distribution fall into the the defined bins. For residue 2 to 4, the bins represent the following backbone conformations:
bin 0 = β-sheet, bin 1 = α-helix, bin 2 and 3 = left-handed α-helix. The φ-ψ-distribution of residue 1 is structured by the rotation of the amino group around the φ-dihedral angle, which exhibits three stable conformations. To allow direct comparison, the same discretization was used for all force fields. Time series of these dihedral angles were extracted from the simulated trajectories using the python library MD Analysis ? and projected onto the grid of microstates using a Python script. The subsequent construction of Markov state models and the analysis of the eigenvectors and eigenvalues were analogous to section I A 2. The number microstates in the largest connected set of each simulation are shown in Tab. II.
The eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors were evaluated at lag time τ = 2 ns, except for GROMOS43a1 where a shorter lag time of τ = 0.5 ns had to be used. C. Deca-alanine
Simulation Details
We performed all-atom molecular dynamics simulations of a deca-peptide with the sequence A 10 (deca-alanine) in explicit water using the GROMACS 4.5.5 simulation package 1 . in the NVT ensemble from which the production runs for each force field were initiated. A set of eight 500 ns long trajectories for each force field was generated, resulting in a total simulation time of 20 µs for the deca-alanine (4 µs for each setup).
Markov Model Construction
Similar to the Markov model construction of the AVAVA in sec I B 2, for the deca-alanine, we chose a discretization in the Ramachandran space ( Fig.? ? a,b in the main part of the manuscript). Disregarding the two charged end groups deca-alanine has eight dihedral φ-ψ angle planes, each of which has been discretized into 3 bins. This resulted in a total number of 3 8 = 6561 microstates. The three bins in each plane correspond to the following backbone conformations: bin 0 = α-helix, bin 1 = β-sheet, and bin 2 = L α (Fig. ? ? b in the main part of the manuscript). The same discrete set of states for all force fields appears to be a valid choice, as the maxima of the joint dihedral distribution fall into the defined states for each of the force fields. Timeseries of these dihedral angles were extracted from the simulated trajectories using the GROMACS command g rama. Projecting the eight φ-ψ dihedral angle pairs onto the grid yielded a ternary representation of conformation, e.g. 01121101.
Converting this number to base ten yielded the microstate number. The analysis of the resulting microstate trajectory was analogous to section I A 2. The number microstates in 
D. Error Estimation
The statistical uncertainty in the implied timescales (Figs. 2B, 3B , 4B, and 5B) was estimated using a bootstraping apporach. Boostrapping, as all resampling methods, requires subsampling of the existing data in order to extract statistical errors. In this case for each The slowest kinetic processes of AVAVA and A 10 are shown in Fig. 12 and 13 . The conformational space is too complex to visualize the entire process. We therefore selected representative microstates: the three most populated microstates to which the corresponding eigenvectors assigns positive values, and the three most populated microstates to which the eigenvector assigns negative value. The process is then interpreted as the kinetic exchange between the conformations associated to these two sets of microstates. For both systems, the slowest processes differ considerably across force fields. 
